
Respect the X 
Strategy Breakdown

Respect the X is a concept that clarifies which 

player is responsible for which shot in order to 

optimize our pickleball play. The general principle is 

that the player on the other end of the 

corresponding line along the “X” takes the shot.

In this illustration, the 

“X” connects the two 

players of the same 

color: A to C and B to 

D. The basic concept is 

that shots hit by C will 

generally be hit by A 

unless they are clearly 

hit on a straight line to 

B (no “X”) or if there is a 

reason to break the “X.” 
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One area where the “X” concept often comes up is in 

determining which player on the serve team will take 

the third shot. In our example, Player A has served to 

Player C and Player C has hit a return of serve near the 

center line, but on a slight diagonal towards Player A.

Applying the “X” to the Third Shot Drop

Should Player B (forehand in the middle) or Player A 

(the player along the “X”) take the third shot?



It is very common for 

Player B to come across 

the “X” and take the 

third shot. There are a 

few reasons why this is 

not optimal play for the 

serve team here.

1. The mechanics of the 

shot by Player B 

(reaching away) are more 

difficult than for Player A 

(to the body) 

2. The green area of the 

court is open to attack 

3. Player A is effectively 

“pinned” behind Player B 

and unable to move up



If instead Player A takes the third shot, then: 

1. Player A has an easier mechanical shot to execute 

2. Player B’s side of the court remains defended and 

3. Player B remains unimpeded and can move forward 

if the third shot warrants movement.



Another area that can limit team’s performance on the 

court when they do not respect the “X” is when they are 

on defense and their opponents are attacking. In this 

example, Player D is attacking a high ball.

The Defensive “X”

Is Player A (directly opposite) or Player B (on the “X”) 

in a better position to defend the attack?



If the attack is hit down 

the line - towards 

Player A - then Player A 

should defend it. Player 

A is the only, and thus 

best, player to defend 

that shot.

If the attack is hit along 

the “X”, then Player B 

should be allowed to 

defend the attack. Even 

though Player A could 

make a play on the ball, 

Player B is in a better 

position to defend. In this 

case, Respect the “X”



One example of when you can - and should - break the 

“X”: (1) there is a short return near the centerline and 

(2) the player not along the “X” (Player B in this 

example) has the better shot to attack that short return

When You can Break the “X”

But … where should Player B hit this attack shot? The 

answer on the next page.



Oftentimes, Player B 

will hit their attack shot 

at Player D. This is not 

the optimal shot 

because it is going at 

the “static” player and it 

also lets Player C off 

the hook.

The better approach is to 

hit the ball to Player C, 

keeping Player C as far 

back as possible. Players 

A and B then move up to 

the NVZ line applying 

pressure on Player C. Lots 

of free points if you can 

master this technique.



Next time you play, pay attention to the “X” and 

respect it. Break it only when circumstances 

override this basic principle. You will find that 

consistent application of the “X” will improve your 

play and, in turn, your results.

Keep working at it.

CJ & Tony


